Kational Institute of Standards and Technology, 325 Broadway, Boulder. CO 80303 1. Abstract I explain the difference between the Total variance and the Allan variance and what is gained for estimating frequency stability especially at long term.
Introduction and Summary
Total variance uses all of the available timedifference data {x,} like the standard variance in a data run of duration T (or length NZ of sample 2,-values), but unlike the Allan variance which uses only three (first, median, and last values). I describe a model of the Allan variance as a measure of asymmetry of first and last points with respect to the median by the misalignment of this triplet over T . The concept of Total variance involves scanning the entire interval for all such asymmetries about the median value and averaging them. We still obtain a convergent r-domain variance for all typical oscillator FM power-law noise types (white denoted as WHFM, flicker as FLFM, and random-walk as RWFM). Remarkably, however, the equivalent degrees of freedom (or edf) shows an increase from 1 to 1.5, 2.1, and 3 in the presence of RWFM, FLFM, and WHFhI respectively for computations at T = T/2 thus supporting the basic model criteria. Because of its efficient use of available data, Total variance is recommended for long-term measurements of frequency stability [l] . A particularly simple and recommended computation of frequency stability dubbed "Totvar" has demonstrated improved estimation of frequency stability at long-term .r-values while essentially computing the usual max-overlap sample Allan variance a t shortand mid-term T-values.
Measuring Frequency Stability
If the time or the time fluctuations between two oscillators can be measured directly, an advantage is obtained over just measuring frequency fluctuations.
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The reason is that we can readily see time behavior from actual measurements, and frequency can easily be inferred from time. To avoid measurement-system dead time and simultaneously measure the underlying frequency stability of the best oscillators often nearly at the same frequency, we use the dual mixer time difference (DThlD) scheme [2] . Measurement samples of time fluctuations occur at a rate fs having an interval TO = k. Given a sequence of time deviates {xn : n = 1,. . . , NZ} with a sampling period between adjacent observations given by TO, we define the mro-average fractional frequency deviate as [3] devised a characterization of frequency stability based on an ensemble average of a 2-sample standard deviation. The Allan variance is defined as [4] 1
where E throughout this paper means an expected average or infinite mean, and Dr(rn) is a linear trend and assumed to be linear frequency drift which is usually estimated and removed. If the first difference {gn(l) -l)} is stationary, then the stochastic process is such that the expectations above depend on the averaging time index m but not on the time index n. Note that each point estimate of the Allan variance computed at m requires a 2m interval. A hat '' " denotes a sample estimate of the function.
The usual max-overlap sample Allan variance b;(.r, T) involves averaging time T = m70 and sample data run T. Called Avar, it is given by [2, 5] 5 . Implementing the Concept Using a symmetry argument, we can define a useful expectation which is independent of values of averaging time index m and the time index n. Redefine J,(m) as centered at R by or in terms of {x,} values, yn(m) = G ( z n -yx,,+=), for m-even. Random F M noise processes also center before and after n such that, The separation between any two jj samples in (6) is still m as in (5), but now we are in a position to positively and negatively vary or symmetrically "modulate" the averaging-time s of each jj in the neighborhood of its usual value m by a small range, say, f6. This has the effect of smoothing a i ( m ) by using interpolated or "surrogate" values in addition to the usual values of ( m ) -(m) as described in the previous section. Finally, we increment n, repeat the process, square differences and average to obtain the value of d i ( m ) . Generally speaking, Returning to measuring frequency stability from an actual data run, recall that m is a parameter which defines interval T = mq,. The estimate of u &~~~( T ) for a data duration T involves two issues. The first is that our ability to smooth becomes more and more restrictive as m NZ (or equivalently, as T 4 T) because the extent with which we can modulate m and increment n is bounded by the beginning and end points of a fixed-length data run. Second, I have mentioned one way to more fully use the available data. There are other ways from which ad hoc manipulation and averaging of g,,*? (S) differences can yield improved estimates of the Allan variance. In concept, any could be designated as a "Total" variance if it includes essentially all average frequency differences in a symmetric totality over interval 27 (to be consistent with the Allan variance). One way in particular is simple to implement, has been tested on the expected FM noises and other oscillator error sources, and has an important connection to the classical standard variance explained in the last section. This Total variance evolved from experiments in which the usual max-overlap Avar estimator was applied to periodic extensions of the original data [S] .
The most efficient analysis of frequency stability wouid be to apply forementioned surrogate values where they are needed most, namely at long-term T -V~U~S , beyond 7 = mro = 10% of the data run T = N,To. For a given 7-value and data run of length TI the number of samples in the standard estimator for the Allan variance is of order F, thus (2) is usually more than adequate for determining noise level at short-to medium-term 7-values. A recommended characterization of frequency stability now includes the use of Total variance for the range at long term + 2 10% [l] . This recommendation resulted from what can be regarded as a "hybrid estimator" which uses the standard Allan estimator for short-and medium-term 7-values and rather conveniently applies more surrogate values in long term until they are all applied at the usual Avar function limit of T = v . TO, half the data run. Such an estimator, now dubbed "Totvar," was introduced in [7] Constructing the extended virtual sequence as in (8) is illustrated in Figure 1 and is called extension by r e f l e d i o n . Because of the symmetry of the extended data, the number of summands in (7) does not depend on m. Surrogates values in Totvar emerge from this data extension. Rather than doing extensions of the original vector {S,} and applying the straight second-difference, we alternatively can resample within the original vector. Applied to Totvar, this exercise only points out that the procedure used in the sampling function is intricate and not very intuitive because sampling on {S,} is no longer in terms of equispaced triplets spaced 27 [g] .
For example, note that T can go to (NZ -1) 70 in (7)- (8) The concept of Total variance was motivated by a simple need for improved long-term estimation of the Allan variance and encouraged by the results using a straight circularization technique on original data {z,.,}, but this technique could not work in the presence of RhVFM and/or significant drift [6, 11] . Totvar here is classed as a hybrid statistic combining the benefits of sample Allan variance with sample Total variance. Totvar has been tested on the range of FM power-law noise types [4] and other expected oscillator and measurement-system error sources [2, 7] .
We can illustrate (7)- (8) as a hybrid statistic in the following way. If m = 1, the virtual extension {.c} only needs to be TO longer than {zn} at both ends to compute (7) . Thus (7) is essentially the standard Allan estimator (2). As m increases, the virtual extension needs to be longer until at m = v , the extensions at each end are length v. Of course, there is no standard Allan estimator in the region T > 5, so if the "hybrid" called Totvar in (7) is allowed to compute values for m > 9, it reverts to a region defined by the Total variance but not the Allan variance. Computations of Totvar should not extend beyond r = 5 to be consistent with the limit of the standard Allan estimator, but these higher order terms will be considered in the last section. For accurately estimating the Allan variance, an adjustment must be made to the hybrid estimator Totvar as defined by (7) and i t s extension {z:} in (8) to remove a normalized bias (denoted as nbias) which depends on the ratio and whether the noise type in long-term is FLFM or RWFM rather than WHFM. The most noteable adjustments using Totvar in this manner involve formulae for nbias and increased edf compared to the Allan estimator. These can be summarized as [lo] nbias (7) 
edf ( r ) = edf[Totvar (7,T) 
where 0 < T 5 f and a, b, and c are given in Table 1 .
The values of nbias and edf for the important longestterm case r = T/2 are tabulated in Table 2 . The edf formula (11) is empirical, with an observed error below 1.2% of numerically computed exact values; the tabulated values of edf (T/2) in Table 2 are exact. Both Totvar and Avar are invariant to certain manipulations of the vector { t n } .
The simplest example is that we can reverse and/or invert the sequence (2,) without affecting either's result. Unlike Avar's simple sampling function however, Totvar's many sampling functions between 70 < T < $ are complicated and can be derived from formulae in ref. [g] , but unraveling useful information from them is difficult. It is as informative and easier to look at the frequency-response function associated with Totvar compared to Avar as in Figure 2 for a comparison of the effect of their sampling functions. The dashed curve in Figure 2 is a constant-Q, one-octave passband filter response considered to be ideal for extracting typical power-law noise levels [12-161. Totvar implements a circular convolution of Avar's frequency response, thus significantly reducing the depth of periodic nulls.
Uncertainty of Estimates
Returning to the topic of characterizing noise, the reason for using Totvar is for very efficient extraction of commonly-encountered integer power-law noise types and levels of an oscillator's spectral FM noise. This means greater certainty in the extraction of these parameters and others such as drift and quasi-sinusoidal modulation shown in Figure 3 . In retrospect, the formulation of the two-sample Allan ensemble average will contain NF(,) average frequencies and only 9 -1 independent intervals with which to do a computation. This represents the actual number of "degrees of freedom". In general the lo accuracy of the computation for NT(,) sets is simply given by This expression is an uncertainty which is adequate for a quick upper-bound approximation for a confidence interval or error bars above and below each value of the Allan deviation vs. T . We assume that the probability distribution is chi-squared, and exact confidence intervals can be determined based on the equivalent degrees of freedom (edf) in overlapping statistical averages for a given noise type, rather than the actual number [5,17].
Sample estimates of the Total variance (given by the Total deviation or root Totvar, convenient plots of interest) have ea's that are greater than even those using the rnax-overlap estimates of the Allan variance, and significantly greater at long-term 7-values. Chi-squared distribution functions are used for the Allan variance, but it turns out that the distribution functions are slightly narrower using Totvar (which is another of its benefits) at long averaging times. Thus a conservative upper-bound approximation for either the Total deviation or root Totvar la accuracy is % error, Total deviation =
(13)
where edf values are conveniently derived from (1 1) and Table 1 based on the computation of the Total deviation as a ratio of T to the length of the data run T, rather than the Allan deviations's % independent sets as above.
7.
Analysis of Variance Consider a function of independent variables. In analysis of variance, we explain the total variability of the function in terms of each variable. In the discussion here, we address functionals which depend on a time interval At. At this point we can recall a conservation principle regarding the standard sample variance, which states that the mean of the interval variances plus the variance of the interval means equals the standard variance of the entire series. This is true for any process, stationary or not. An analysis of variance in terms of the mean of k interval variances and variance of the k interval means is derived in Appendix 1.
The standard variance of finite series {&) in Appendix I is simply a number, partly due to the variance of k interval means and the remaining part due to the mean of k interval variances. Now consider intervals of duration At and a whole data run of length T . The longest possible set of equal-length intervals would be At = T / 2 , thus there are k = 2 consecutive interval means. We recognize that the variance of such two-interval means is the special-case twosample variance equaling + 6 i ( T / 2 ) , half the sample Allan variance at T = T / 2 . But half the sample Allan variance will differ from the standard variance by a remaining portion attributable to the sample variance within each of the two intervals by the conservation principle just stated. By double-sampling a t At = T/4, we find the two-sample variance (k = 2 ) now must consist of two nonoverlapped variance estimates whose average, denoted as 5i,nono(T/4), would be the remaining portion if that were as far as the data could be sampled. Repeating this process until there are no remaining interval variances left unaccounted for, we find that directly to the sample standard variance as in (14) but is inefficient as an estimator [15]. Unfortunately the sample Allan variance from its definition, for example at At = T/4, calls for three variance estimates, not two nonoverlapped, because its definition includes a T = At overlap and the straightforward relationship to the standard variance is lost rather quickly. In otherwords, even for a short series, in contrast to (14). Since the definition of the AlIan variance contains one .r-overlap, we can admit all possible overlaps to obtain an improved estimator in order to minimize its error bars. Known as the standard "mm-overlap" Allan estimator [5] given as (2), it also departs from a tractable connection to the standard variance for the same reason as the original 7-overlap estimator.
Functionals which depend on a time interval At have such a strong connection to spectral functions that (14) is a "decomposition" of the sample standard variance and seems an appropriate jargon and so is commonly used. In this regard, decomposition of the standard variance is suited to frequencydomain analysis, and Totvar maintains a straightforward relationship with the sample standard variance. It abides by the conservation principle if we consider an infinite extension by reflection. This means that the virtual sequence generated by (8) and shown in Figure 1 recurs indefinitely (101. Percival (191 was the first to point out that for the case in which Totvar is computed in power-of-2 increments above T / 2 as estimated from data-run T as in ( 7 ) , a remaining portion, the sum of Totvar terms of all power-of-2 intervals .r > T / 2 for .r + CO, adds to the usual multiresolution pyramid to precisely equal the standard sample variance. These leftover higher-order components are never actually reported but are an artifact of infinitely extending the orginal sequence. They can be regarded as the sum of 0-frequency aliases, a remaining "D.C." term to make up 3:td(T). Greenhall (101 coined the term Remvar( $) to designate this portion. Totvar beyond T soon drops to nearly zero, so the remaining portion above T is generally very small. Nevertheless, Remvar accounts for this portion and was used in the proof of the decomposition of the standard variance. Summing all the familiar "power-of-2" T-values in a Totvar plot leads to exactly twice the standard sample variance much in the same way that integrating an estimate of a spectrum also yields the sample variance.
Knowledge that we can account for 4 variations in a data-run by its standard variance as "decomposed" in calculations of the sample Total variance is especially useful. For example at a long-term .r-value of T/2, an equal remaining portion (Totvar($)=Remvar( 5)) would indicate that we have summarized completely the variations at T/2. 
